
 

 

 
 

A Floodwater Four 
by Michael Stevens 

 

Northants based Mick Stevens made his 
introduction to the group in early 2008. Here he 

writes his debut article, which came courtesy of 
some diary recollections. 
 
I, like many other anglers, have always kept a fishing diary. 
The entries in them preserved for future reflection. One of my 
entries appears below; succinct and uncomplicated. However, 
I decided recently that special days are deserving of a few extra 
words. So the detailed account that is produced below my 
diary entry I now share with you. 
 
    

15th January 2008 
    
The StraightThe StraightThe StraightThe Straight    
River Great OuseRiver Great OuseRiver Great OuseRiver Great Ouse    
    
3 perch best 4lb 3oz3 perch best 4lb 3oz3 perch best 4lb 3oz3 perch best 4lb 3oz    
    
Fished a flooded river using floatFished a flooded river using floatFished a flooded river using floatFished a flooded river using float----fished fished fished fished 
lobworms on a size 4 Super Specialist to lobworms on a size 4 Super Specialist to lobworms on a size 4 Super Specialist to lobworms on a size 4 Super Specialist to 
6lb line direct fished over broken lobs in 6lb line direct fished over broken lobs in 6lb line direct fished over broken lobs in 6lb line direct fished over broken lobs in 
a slack, reeded area. Mila slack, reeded area. Mila slack, reeded area. Mila slack, reeded area. Mild and overcast. d and overcast. d and overcast. d and overcast. 
Fished 10.30am Fished 10.30am Fished 10.30am Fished 10.30am ––––    3.00pm3.00pm3.00pm3.00pm 

 
A very high and coloured river greeted my arrival. I peered 
over the road bridge considering my options. There was one 
swim that I always gravitate to when confronted with these 
conditions. A swim that is slack in all but the fiercest of 
floods. The river was surely rising, the flotsam sliding along 
briskly, perhaps I could snatch a few hours before the river 
would make for impossible odds of catching and fields and 
roads passable. 
 
The short walk across one meadow confirmed my thoughts. 
The river certainly was fishable in the convenient slack area 
next to the reeds. The rain had, as usual, brought about an 
unusually mild feel to this January day. In fact the preceding 
few days had seen a steady rise in day and night temperatures. 
The sort of weather pattern all winter anglers crave for. If only 
it hadn’t rain so bloody hard for the last two days. 
 
Still it was my day off and far from perfect conditions with the 
river carrying an orange-brown look to it I would try for a few 
hours. If any area on this stretch of river would produce, I 
considered, this swim was it. I confess though it was more 
with obstinate persistence more than confidence as I tackled 
up. 
 
The rain had ceased a little for the job of tackling up 
thankfully. I had forgotten my umbrella as is usual but of 
course I will be suitably prepared with it next time I venture 
out (but then it will be bright sunlight and the umbrella a 
heavy inconvenience). 

 A new telescopic rod of 14 feet had its rings lined up and 
unfurled. Although billed as a carp-water strong tele-float rod 
it looked to be a good buy as a float rod for river perch. With 
any impulse purchase of course time would tell. However I did 
like the fast assembly of this type of rod. With the float, shot 
and hook already set up; and the size four attached in keeper 
ring all that was required was to increase the sliding float stops 
to the required depth after telescoping; so easy to transport as 
well. 
 
I began fishing, casting to the slackest water; the rain returned 
but although persistent was not really heavy. A few minutes 
after I had got the preliminaries of depth finding and bank-
side comfort out of the way I caught sight of what I first 
thought was a log a good distance upstream. It was steadily 
coming down the crease between the fast water and the 
slackish area and as it drew close to where I was fishing this 
log turned into a dog otter. Then when level with me he 
turned, saw me and took off. 
 

 
 
I have mixed feelings about otters. Their re-introduction on a 
lot of our rivers will certainly impact on fish stocks as the signs 
already suggest as they are becoming more prolific. Though 
they for me have a certain fascination and beauty; being 
indigenous they should be on our rivers unlike the mink. 
However I cannot really comprehend why they have a full-
protected species status everywhere. 
 
Otters were getting close to extinction before man intervened 
and artificially re-colonised certain rivers. Moreover in 
numbers that would ensure their spread along a river-course. 
Rivers that we anglers know have changed over the last few 
decades; cleaner water, less eels the otter’s favoured food, 
fewer fish overall but bigger size to name but a few. 
 
These changes cannot but help the otter spreading to numbers 
likely to cause problems to anglers. However the likelihood of 
common-sense culling, even a return of limited otter-hunting 
in the future, will be met with total brick-wall objection. Still I 
digress. 



 
 

 
 

 

It was quite a while before I observed a small dip of the float 
followed by a full and fast submersion. I struck and felt the 
resistance of a welcomed fish. I played it knowing that it was a 
reasonable fish that would require the landing net but not of 
great size. I was right a few minutes later when a fish around a 
pound and a half was unhooked and slipped back into the 
murky Ouse. 
 
An hour or more had passed from tackling up and when 
considering the coloured water I was happy. It is always 
difficult to gauge the level of loose bait offerings in these 
conditions but a few broken lobs had been put in the slack 
area before fishing and I remember thinking a few more will 
not hurt. So with some caution I bait dropped just one small 
dropper-full of half lobbies and waited for a short while taking 
in the air and the scenery. The water meadows all with vast 
pools of water in them were laying testament to the recent 
incessant rain. 
 
I recast slightly further than the ‘bait-droppered’ lobs and 
eased my float to the required spot. In minutes the float began 
to gently move for a foot or so before a few dips signalled me 
to be alert. The float then shot away and I answered with a 
firm strike to set the size 4 lobworm baited hook. 
 

 
 
This fish felt much heavier and I rose out of my chair to be in 
a better position to play and hopefully land it. The near-bank 
reed-bed between me and the fish would give a fish of this 
size a valuable last ditch refuge; though the decision to use 6lb 
line straight through made me feel somewhat more able to 
boss the situation when the time came. 
 
There was a dogged fight in open water but it was only a 
matter of a few minutes before the tackle would be tested in 
those nearby reeds. A long landing net handle can often come 
in handy; it was certainly fortuitous in these circumstances 
with several feet of excess river water underfoot. At full 
stretch the net just over the reed-bed, with the six pound line 
to comfort me I began to lift and land. A missed attempt 
could mean the perch reaching those reed stems and probable 
sanctuary. The attempt to stretch and land while not graceful 
was a success. 

 The landing was then shipped over the reeds and brown, rising 
river water that had taken over the riverbank. The new rod had 
done me proud. A promising sight in the bottom of that 
landing net was rested in the marginal water and unhooked 
before taking up the bank and into the meadow for weighing. 
At 4lb 3oz I decided to rest the fish before taking a few trophy 
photos. Not the prettiest perch I had ever seen but most 
welcome. 
 

 
Mike Stevens with a River Great Ouse Perch of 4lb 3oz 

15/01/08 - Float Fished Lobworm 
 
Another pound plus perch was taken an hour later and after 
that smaller perch a short time passed; my thoughts wandering 
to previous encounters on this lovely stretch, those fortunate 
special days that form a feeling of privilege making the best of 
specimens that come an angler’s way a bonus. Luck had 
provided me with three perch caught including that brute of a 
fish in less than ideal conditions, and as my window begun to 
abruptly shut with the river level increasing and actually 
beginning to fill usually dry-ditch areas of the field with several 
feet of water; I decided to tackle down and head for the van 
and home glad to be wearing waders on my watery fleet across 
the meadow. 
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